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SISTER LUCÍA

Beloved children of My Heart,

Today I warn you that these are the times of which the prophets have spoken of, these are the times
announced from the beginning of the corruption of humans. In these times good and evil can have
the same power in the lives of beings, depending only on the choice of each heart.

It is time that My soldiers know how to say "No" to the enemy and, in this way, reconfirm
themselves constantly on the path of the Redeeming Light of My Son Jesus.

Many keys have been given to you, so that you know how to open the doors of Heaven, so that this
enters with Its Fullness on Earth. It is necessary that My little children know how to recognize the
Power of prayer, because in this time this will be the only luminous sword that will cut the ties with
evil.

When My Heart or the Sacred Heart of Jesus sends you prayers to be pronounced for the day
and sometimes for the hour, your beings must know how to value and to recognize, through
practice, the Power that each one of these prayers have on the world.

If you could see the world through My eyes, you would never miss an opportunity to pray, so that
just one soul could be liberated from the darkness in which they live.

In these times, My children, your lives do not have any meaning outside of prayer. Collaboration,
service and consecration are the foundations that make the deepening in this life of permanent
prayer possible.

The Lord waits so that His children can definitively turn their eyes away from themselves, even
when it is about their own transformation, so that they can be permanently turned to the Higher.

Do not occupy your hearts with anguishes because of the impossibility of transforming yourself, do
not occupy your hearts with fear of staying stuck at the point in which you are, because while you
waste time tormenting yourselves about yourselves, the world agonizes in the anguish of a true
atavism of soul and spirit, in the true suffering that is not knowing God and being completely
submerged in evil.

Today I want you to understand why we ask you so many prayers that must be pronounced with
Love, because around your consciousnesses, in the four corners of the world, there live beings who
know what it is to suffer, what it is to be lost, what it is to be in the dark and without any breath, and
so that My arms may reach these children I need your prayers, fervent prayers, prayers that
transcend the limits of the body and that definitively open the heart.

The power of prayer only makes itself known when you pray. My Heart can only show Itself to
those who seek Me and, so that I can come to those who do not seek for Me, because they do not
know Me, I need that someone open the doors of this world and keeps them permanently open.
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It is time to mature the consciousness for living prayer in its fullness. It is time to grow, My
children, to discover the Universe of true prayer and in this way, each time that a new tool of prayer
is given to you, your souls be exalted with joy and will be able to discover what is the Mission that
this exercise has in this time.

Each one of My children must meditate on what I say to you today, to discover if you are really
open to this tool that the Heavens gives you with Infinite Divine Mercy.

Pray, pray, pray much, because in this way you will be able to reach My Kingdom and one day,
observing the world through My eyes and observing how you are conducted through this world the
prayers of My children, you will be able to finally understand that which I have repeated to you for
so long.

I thank you for being today with Me, answering to My Call.

Mary, Mother and Queen of Peace.

Peace descends to the world through true prayer.


